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Abstract. Event handling is a fundamental concept for the implementation of
business processes. It enables the specification of how a process communicates
with its environment and how this environment influences the execution of a
process. However, even feature-rich languages for process specification such as
BPMN are severely limited in their event handling semantics. They largely ne-
glect the design choices to be made when deciding on when to subscribe to event
sources and how to retrieve events for a particular process instance. In this pa-
per, we therefore propose a model for event handling in business processes that is
grounded in explicit subscriptions and event buffering. This model is integrated in
BPMN using its extension mechanism and comes with formal execution seman-
tics. Based on the latter, we further show how existing techniques for verification
and adapter synthesis can be leveraged to analyse the interactions of a business
process. Finally, we demonstrate the feasibility of our event handling model by
means of an implementation in Camunda, an open-source process engine.
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1 Introduction

The implementation of business processes in state-of-the-art process engines is model-
driven: a process model defines a set of activities along with causal and temporal de-
pendencies for their execution [34]. Current languages for process specification such as
Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [29] feature a wide range of concepts
to capture business processes, from basic control-flow dependencies, through advanced
handling of events and exceptions, to organisational and data modelling [14].

Nowadays, most business processes are executed in a distributed setting and rely on
interactions with their environment. For example, process execution may wait for the
completion of tasks by external participants or be aborted based on sensed data (e.g.,
location information of process-related entities). To specify these interactions, process
specification languages feature event handling constructs. Taking BPMN [29] as an ex-
ample, production and consumption of events is captured by explicit event constructs,
artefacts that define the payload of events, message flows linking to external process
participants, and event-based control-flow routing (e.g., event-based gateways, bound-
ary events, or event sub-processes). As such, common process specification languages
comprehensively capture what an event is and how it influences the control-flow.



Taking into account that events are typically generated by sources that are external
to a process engine, event handling raises two additional questions, though:
When to subscribe to an event source? External event sources are commonly unaware

of the execution of a process. Hence, it needs to be clarified from which point
in time an event subscription is issued, i.e., when events of a particular type may
become relevant for a process instance. This question is independent of any cor-
relation conditions that determine the relevance of an event for a process instance
based on its payload data [6, 18].

How to retrieve events for a process instance? Once a subscription has been issued, rel-
evant events are stored by a process engine until they are consumed by a process
instance. If more than one event is available, however, the following questions need
to be clarified: How many and which events shall be considered when selecting the
event to consume? Can an event be consumed multiple times?

Most process specification languages ignore the above questions and, if at all, define
simplistic semantics, which cannot capture many important scenarios. We illustrate the
resulting issues by means of BPMN, but note that other languages, e.g., UML Activity
Diagrams [28] or WS-BPEL [4], share the same limitations. According to the BPMN
specification [29], semantics of explicit event constructs are such that: (i) a process in-
stance is ready to consume an event immediately upon activation of the event construct
by the control-flow; (ii) the process instance then waits until an event is observed, be-
fore continuing execution. Adopting this semantics, one cannot express that a process
instance shall consume an event that was emitted by the environment before the control-
flow reached the event construct. Put differently, the time of event subscription is bound
to the time of control-flow activation, thereby limiting the types of interactions between
a process and its environment that can be specified in a model.

In this paper, we address the above questions and outline how the concepts of early
subscription and event buffering help to overcome the aforementioned issues. The con-
tributions of this paper are summarised as follows:
◦ Event Handling Model: We propose a model to explicitly issue event subscriptions

in process models and define retrieval policies for event consumption. This model
is proposed as an extension to BPMN.

◦ Formal Semantics and Analysis: We define formal semantics for our model using
Petri-nets. We also detail how this formalisation enables analysis of the interactions
of a process based on existing methods for verification and adapter synthesis.

◦ Implementation of Advanced Event Handling: To demonstrate the feasibility of our
model, we present a prototypical implementation of our event subscription mecha-
nism in Camunda,3 an open-source process engine.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The next section presents a sce-
nario to motivate explicit event subscriptions in business process implementation and
reviews event handling semantics in BPMN. Section 3 introduces our model for event
handling. Section 4 presents formal semantics for our model and discusses how this
formalisation enables the analysis of interactions. The prototypical implementation of
our subscription mechanism is described in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 elaborates on
related work, before Section 7 gives concluding remarks and outlines future work.
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2 Event Subscription in Business Processes

The role of events in process implementation is illustrated in Figure 1. Since process
implementation is model-driven, first and foremost, a process is modelled visually [14].
This includes the specification of how a process is supposed to interact with its environ-
ment by subscribing to event sources and reacting to events emitted by these sources.
At run-time, a process engine manages the execution of instances of the process. The
detection of events that are relevant for process execution is often conducted with a
separate system [8, 10], e.g., a Complex Event Processing (CEP) engine [11]. CEP en-
gines abstract the complexity of connecting to different event sources, parsing events in
different formats and aggregating simple events from multiple event streams from the
process recipients. Based on a subscription for events of a particular type, a CEP en-
gine notifies the process engine about the occurrence of respective higher-level events
needed for process execution.
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Fig. 1. Events in business process implementation.

Taking the above setting as a starting point, we first present a logistics scenario to moti-
vate flexible handling of event subscriptions. Based thereon, we review event handling
semantics as defined by BPMN and detail requirements for a more flexible model.
Motivating Scenario. We consider a use case from the logistic domain, describing the
process of shipping goods by truck from the UK to continental Europe.4 In this process,
a truck needs to cross the Strait of Dover, which may be done using a train through the
Euro Tunnel or by ferry. The former is the default option, unless an accident or technical
failure at the Euro Tunnel render the ferry the preferred transportation option.

A model of the process is depicted in Figure 2. In essence, a logistic company runs a
process engine that coordinates the activities of the shipment process. It first prepares a
transport plan, which is sent to a truck driver. The driver heads toward the check-in point
at the Euro Tunnel. Yet, the environment may signal that significant delays are observed
at the Euro Tunnel check-in. In this case, the process engine updates the transport plan
and informs the driver to divert to the ferry.

As long as the driver has not registered on the ferry, however, status updates by the
ferry operator may require further changes to the local delivery plan. Eventually, the
process engine distributes the orders among the local transport partners, while the truck
driver crosses the Strait of Dover.

In this scenario, the environment influencing the conduct of the shipment process
may be given as a CEP engine. This engine connects to event sources such as the on-
board GPS sensor of the truck, public APIs for traffic flow information,5 the Euro Tun-

4 See also the GET Service project: http://getservice-project.eu
5
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Fig. 2. Motivating scenario: A shipment process.

nel RSS feed,6 and notifications from the ferry operator. Based thereon, the CEP engine
notifies the process engine about events that signal delays at the Euro Tunnel or changes
in the schedule of the ferry that may be reached after diversion of the route.
Event Handling Semantics in BPMN. We next consider the semantics defined by
BPMN for event handling as modelled in Figure 2. For intermediate catching events,
BPMN specification [29] states:

‘For Intermediate Events, the handling consists of waiting for the Event to occur.
Waiting starts when the Intermediate Event is reached. Once the Event occurs, it is
consumed. Sequence Flows leaving the Event are followed as usual.’ [29] (Sect. 13.4.2)

That is, when the control-flow reaches the event construct, it is enabled and a pro-
cess instance waits for the event to happen. Once it happens, the control-flow is passed
to downstream activities. As such, a process instance may not react to an event that
occurred before its control-flow reached the respective event construct.

The above semantics are a severe limitation and preclude accurate modelling of
our motivating scenario. First, events that signal delays at the Euro Tunnel check-in
are published by the environment at regular intervals. Since an instance of the shipment
process waits for respective events only once the transport plan has been sent, a relevant
event that would have led to route diversion may have been missed. Second, events
on the ferry status are not published at regular intervals, but solely upon operational
changes with respect to the last notification. Again, as per event handling semantics in
BPMN, a process instance may miss the relevant event, since the creation of events by
the environment is decoupled from the state of process execution.
Requirements. Based on the above use case and the shortcomings of current languages,
we derive the following requirements for our event handling model.

R1-Flexible Event Subscription: To accurately capture the above scenario, a more
flexible definition of event handling is needed. Since event production by the environ-
ment happens independent of the state of process execution, there is a need for flexibility

6
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regarding when to subscribe to an event source. In our example, subscription to delay
events may be needed right from the start of an instance of the shipment process.

R2-Efficient Event Buffering: Assuming that subscription may happen before a pro-
cess instance is ready to consume an event, however, multiple events may match the
respective subscription, e.g., multiple delay events may have occurred after the start of
a process instance, but before the transport plan has been sent. In that case, it needs to
be clarified which of these events are kept by a process engine and, thus, can possibly
be consumed by a process instance, and which event is eventually consumed.

3 Event Handling Model

Addressing the requirements identified above, this section proposes a new event han-
dling model for the specification of business processes. This model is grounded in ex-
plicit event subscriptions and event buffering mechanisms. Although these concepts are
generic and applicable to various process specification languages, this section also out-
lines the concrete realisation of this model in BPMN, using its extension mechanism.

Below, we introduce the notion of an early subscription to an event source (Sec-
tion 3.1) to explicitly control at which point in time events start to become relevant for
a process. In particular, events that occurred before an instance of a process reaches the
state of being ready to consume the event may be considered (addressing R1). Next,
we turn to a mechanism to retrieve events for a process instance (Section 3.2). While
relevant events are buffered after their occurrence, policies limit the scope of events to
store and define the semantics of retrieving event from buffer (addressing R2).

3.1 Early Subscription
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Fig. 3. Dependencies between the subscription to
event sources, event occurrence, and consumption.

Reflecting on the order of the sub-
scription to event sources, the actual
occurrence of an event, and its con-
sumption by a process instance, we
note that existing models define only a
partial order, see [5]. That is, an event
can only be consumed if both, a sub-
scription has been issued earlier and
the event actually occurred already.
These temporal dependencies are illustrated by solid arrows in Figure 3. However,
models such as the one presented in [5] do not define any temporal dependency be-
tween subscription and event occurrence. In this work, we argue that such a temporal
order is needed (visualised by the dotted arrow in Figure 3) in order to obtain a model
with well-defined semantics. Against this background, our model includes the notion of
a subscription task. Such a task is a regular activity in the specification of a process, yet
has specific semantics: when executed, it issues a subscription to an event source.
BPMN Extension for Subscription Tasks. Subscription tasks can be incorporated in
BPMN using its dedicated extension mechanism. Inspired by recent work [7,31,35], we
formalised the extension as a BPMN+X model [33]. BPMN+X is a UML Profile [28]
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Fig. 4. BPMN+X model that captures the BPMN extension of a subscription task.

that enables convenient specification of extension by means of stereotypes, while still
being grounded in the BPMN concepts of ExtensionDefinition and ExtensionAttribut-
eDefinition, which provide a standardised way of extending the language.

Specifically, the concept of a SubscriptionTask extends the concept of a BPMN
ServiceTask. The rationale behind this decision is that issuing a subscription requires
automatic communication with an external CEP engine. The BPMN+X model for the
respective extension is given in Figure 4, with the extended elements highlighted in
grey. While SubscriptionTask inherits the attributes and model associations of Ser-
viceTask, it also has additional attributes. Attribute subscriptionId refers to the
unique subscription identifier, needed to correlate the task with the correct event. Fur-
thermore, an attribute subscriptionQuery captures the actual subscription that is
registered at a CEP engine. A SubscriptionTask is further composed of another exten-
sion element, called BufferPolicy, which contains three attributes (lifespanPolicy,
retrievalPolicy, and consumptionPolicy) and will be explained below.
Following the approach of [33], using the BPMN+X model, we generate the XML
Schema conforming to BPMN’s ExtensionDefinition and ExtensionAttributeDefinition.

The Point of Subscription. Subscription can be done at any point in time, after all the
required information needed for subscription are known. If subscription is independent
of instance data, then it can be done even before instantiation. Depending on domain
knowledge or by analysing event logs from past execution, the earliest point to start
listening for an event can be determined. If subscriptions are not done by an explicit
subscription task, we resort to the standard semantics of BPMN, i.e., subscription is
implicit when the control-flow reaches the respective construct. Also, for the special
case of process instantiation, explicit subscription by a task is not applicable. Rather,
the respective subscription to an event source is issued at process deployment.

3.2 Event Buffering

Once the subscription has been issued, whenever the event occurs, the CEP engine sends
the respective event to the process engine. As an instance of the process might not yet



be ready to consume the event, it is temporarily stored in a buffer. At some point in
time, a process instance is ready to consume the event and thus checks, if a respective
event exists in the buffer. If not, then the process waits for the event to occur. If the
buffer contains a respective event, the process instance retrieves it. The event payload
is then available within the context of the process instance, which continues execution.

When retrieving events from a buffer, their occurrence cardinality has to be con-
sidered. Some events may occur only once, e.g., customs clearance of a shipment at a
particular border crossing will typically only be done once and thus may be represented
by a single event. However, some events occur continuously, in a streaming manner.
Periodical weather updates or traffic flow information for a certain route are examples
of such events that are continuously emitted by the environment of a process.

If more than one event of interest (i.e., in relation to a subscription) is available in a
buffer, it needs to be decided, which event shall be retrieved for a process instance. To
this end, buffer policies are selected when issuing a subscription for a particular event
source. These policies determine how many and which events have to be kept in the
buffer and which event is selected to be consumed by a process instance. Below, we
provide a basic collection of buffer policies for our event handling model.

Lifespan Policy. The lifespan policy specifies the subset of events provided by the CEP
engine that shall be stored after a subscription has been issued. As such, the lifespan
policy can be interpreted as determining the buffer size. Specific configuration values
for this policy include:
◦ Specific Length. One may choose to store a specific number of events in the buffer.

For example, only the last five events that signal the traffic flow on a particular route
may be considered as relevant, as those are sufficient to establish the current trend.

◦ Specific Time. The subset of events can be selected using a time-window. As-
suming that events about road incidents are emitted only once incidents actually
happen, storing a specific number of these events is not useful. Rather, only events
that occurred within the last 30 minutes may be considered to be relevant.

◦ Keep All. This configuration does not impose any restriction on storing the events.
All events received after the subscription has been issued are stored in the buffer.

Retrieval Policy. The retrieval policy determines which of the stored events is most
relevant for the process instance.
◦ Last-In-First-Out. There can be situations, in which the latest event supersedes

previous ones and becomes the most relevant. Thinking about processes that are
concerned with buying or selling of goods as part of an auction, the latest published
price will be most relevant for decision-making.

◦ First-In-First-Out. Unlike the above case, the first occurrence of the event may
have the highest relevance, i.e., the first event is selected for retrieval. For example,
in logistics, the first operator to react to a request for last-mile delivery may be
chosen for a shipment.

◦ Attribute-based. Instead of temporal aspects, the payload of an event, i.e., its at-
tribute values may govern which event to retrieve. In the case of the above logistics
example, responses to requests for last-mile delivery may indicate an expected de-
livery time. In that case, the operator that guarantees immediate delivery may be
chosen, which is determined based on the payload of the respective event.



Consumption Policy. The consumption policy determines whether to delete an event
after it has been retrieved by a process instance. Such consumption policies are well-
known to influence the semantics of processing, see [15]. As part of our event handling
model, we consider the following configurations regarding event consumption.
◦ Consume. According to this configuration, an event is deleted from the buffer as

soon as it is retrieved by a process instance.
◦ Reuse. Here, an event can be retrieved by more than one process instance. It is

worth to mention that these process instances can be of the same process as well as
of different processes that run concurrently within a process engine.

◦ Bounded Reuse. In this case, a restriction is added to specify the number of times
an event can be retrieved.

Application to the Motivating Scenario. Our example shipment process (Figure 2)
receives two types of events from the CEP engine. The event Significant Delay
at Euro Tunnel becomes relevant as soon as the process is instantiated. Therefore,
a subscription task is placed right after the instantiating start event construct. In the
respective scenario, it takes a truck a few hours to reach the Euro Tunnel check-in.
During that time, the load at the Euro Tunnel check-in can change and a delay at the
check-in may influence the shipment process. Euro Tunnel publishes delay information
every half an hour in their RSS feed. Thus, in our scenario, the lifespan policy is set to
the last three events, so that the information about last one hour before the truck reaches
the check-in is captured. The logistic company updates the transport plan based on the
latest information and sets the retrieval policy as last-in-first-out. Furthermore, the event
is consumed, as the information quickly becomes outdated for other shipments.

Ferry Status Update events become relevant solely when significant delays
are observed at the Euro Tunnel check-in, since only in that case the truck is diverted.
The subscription task is thus placed before the Update Transport Plan task. As
ferry updates are not published in regular intervals, the lifespan policy is set as to a spe-
cific time in order to be informed about the current status. The retrieval policy is again
last-in-first-out, as the local delivery plan is updated based on the latest information.
Furthermore, events are consumed for the same reason as before.

4 Formal Semantics and Analysis

This section turns to formal analysis of business processes that communicate with their
environment by means of event handling. To this end, we first present formal execution
semantics for the event handling model introduced above as a BPMN extension (Sec-
tion 4.1). In a second step, we review common analysis problems in the context of a
process’ interactions and outline how existing methods for verification and controller
synthesis can be exploited to solve them (Section 4.2).

4.1 Formal Execution Semantics

Model. We define the semantics of our event handling using Coloured Petri-Nets (CPNs),
a rich formalism that extends common Petri-nets with concepts for data handling. Our
choice for this formalism is motivated as follows: Petri-nets have been widely used



for modelling business processes [2] and many process specification languages such as
BPMN and WS-BPEL can be mapped to Petri-nets to a large extent [13,23]. Moreover,
Petri-nets are particularly suited to capture the interactions of a process with its envi-
ronment, as they support the composition of models, following the principles of loose
coupling, and assuming asynchronous communication between the components.

Next, we will give some intuitive explanations of Petri-nets and CPNs. For a com-
prehensive definition, we refer the reader to [32]. In essence, a Petri-net is directed
graph consisting of places (depicted as circles) and transitions (depicted as squares),
jointly referred to as nodes, that are connected by flow arcs. Flows can connect solely
places to transitions, and vice versa. The pre-set (post-set) of a node are all nodes from
which (to which) there is a flow arc to (from) the node. The state of a process is captured
by a marking, which is a distribution of tokens over places. The execution semantics of
a Petri-net is given by the firing rule of transitions: a transition is enabled in a marking,
if all places in its pre-set carry at least one token. An enabled transition can fire in a
marking, which changes the marking by reducing the number of tokens of places in the
pre-set by one, and increasing the number of tokens of places in the post-set by one.

Coloured Petri-Nets (CPNs) extend Petri-nets with concepts for data handling. That
is, places are typed with a colourset, and tokens are coloured, i.e., carry data according
to the type definition of the respective place. Flow arcs are assigned arc inscriptions.
Such inscriptions contain functions and variables, the latter are bound to the data carried
by tokens. Furthermore, transitions are assigned guard conditions, Boolean predicates
that may reference the variables of inscriptions of incoming flow arcs. Enabling of
transitions is then determined for a marking and a specific binding of token data to
the variables of arc inscriptions: if the guard of a transition evaluates to true under
such a binding, the transition is enabled. Upon firing the transition, the inscriptions on
incoming and outgoing flow arcs determine how the marking is updated, see [32].

In arc inscriptions and guards, we denote a list of m elements as l = 〈x1 . . . xm〉,
write |l| = m for its length and refer to the i-th element as l(i) = xi.

Semantics of Early Subscription and Event Buffering. We define the semantics of
our event model using the CPN shown in Figure 5, which is parametrised by functions
used in the arc inscriptions to support the discussed policies for event buffering. In
essence, this net illustrates the interplay of three components: a model of the business
process, a model of the event buffer, and a model of the CEP engine. The latter is
captured only by its interface that is given by two places, one capturing subscriptions
sent to the CEP engine and one modelling the events sent to the buffer.

Starting with the description of the process, the step of subscribing to an event
source (explicitly using a subscription task or implicitly upon reaching an event han-
dling construct with the control-flow) is captured by a dedicated transition (sub) pro-
ducing a token with the subscription identifier (on place subscr.). Here, we abstract
from the subscription query. In the buffer, this token is forwarded to the CEP engine, but
also kept internally to correlate the tokens that represent events produced by the CEP
engine. Such tokens have a product colourset, representing the event’s timestamp, iden-
tifier, and payload, here all modelled as integers. Transition put in the buffer registers
events in the buffer, for which a subscription has been issued earlier. Specifically, events
are kept in place buffer, which has a list colourset over the colourset of events (ex-
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Fig. 5. CPN defining the execution semantics of early subscription and event buffering.

tended with an additional integer representing a consumption counter) and is initially
marked with a token carrying an empty list (denoted by (<>)). Upon firing, transition
put adds the data of the token consumed from place CEP event to this list. Which
events shall be kept in the buffer is controlled by transition rem. It may fire if the tran-
sition guard glife evaluates to true. If fired, it applies function flife to the list of the
token in place buffer. This models the above lifespan policy.

Consumption of an event by a process instance is modelled as a two step-process:
the process instance first requests an event (transition req) from the buffer, before it ac-
tually receives it (transition rec). This formalisation encapsulates the policies for event
buffering in the buffer model. Specifically, transition get extracts an event (element in
the list carried by the singleton token in place buffer). This transition is enabled only
if the transition to implement the lifespan policy is disabled. Also, the arc inscriptions
fcons and fretr model the consumption policy and the retrieval policy, respectively.

Next, we turn to the representation of event buffering policies by instantiating the
respective guards and functions.

Lifespan policy. This policy relates to the guard condition glife and function flife.
◦ Specific Length: Assuming that at most k events shall be kept in the buffer, the

guard condition for the transition to remove events checks for the length of the
respective list, i.e., glife is defined as |l| ≥ k. Then, function flife selects only
the k most recent events, i.e., flife(l) 7→ 〈l(n− k + 1), . . . , l(|l|)〉.
◦ Specific Time: Assuming that there is global variable g in the CPN model that indi-

cates the current time and a time window of k time units, the guard glife checks
whether some event fell out of the window, l(i) = (t, id, n, p) with t < g − k for
some 0 ≤ i ≤ |l|. The respective events are removed, i.e., flife(l) 7→ l′ where
l′(j) = l(i) = (t, id, n, p) if t ≥ g − k and for i− j events l(m) = (t′, id′, n′, p′),
m < i it holds that t′ < g − k.



◦ Keep All: Trivially, the guard glife is set to false, so that function flife does not
have to be defined.

Retrieval policy. The retrieval policy is implemented by function fretr as follows:
◦ Last-In-First-Out: The last event of the list is retrieved, fretr(l) 7→ l(|l|).
◦ First-In-First-Out: This the head of the list of events is retrieved, fretr(l) 7→ l(1).
◦ Attribute-based: With π as a selection predicate evaluated over the payload of

events, the first of events that satisfies the predicate is retrieved, i.e., fretr(l) 7→
(t, id, n, p), with l(i) = (t, id, n, p), such that π(p) holds true and for all l(j) =
(t′, id′, n′, p′), j < i, π(p′) is not satisfied.

Consumption policy. Function fcons to realise the consumption policy is defined as:
◦ Consume: The event retrieved from the buffer, assuming its position in the list of

events l is i, is consumed, i.e., not written back to the buffer. This is captured
by the following definition of the function implementing the consumption policy:
fcons(l) 7→ 〈l(1), . . . .l(i− 1), l(i+ 1), . . . , l(|l|)〉.

◦ Reuse: The event is not removed from the buffer, i.e., fcons(l) 7→ l.
◦ Bounded Reuse: Assuming that an event can be consumed k-times and with l(i) =

(t, id, n, p) being the retrieved events, the function to implement the consumption
policy is defined as: fcons(l) 7→ 〈l(1), . . . , l(i− 1), l(i+ 1), . . . , l(|l|)〉, if n ≥ k,
and fcons(l) 7→ 〈l(1), . . . , l(i− 1), (t, id, n+1, p), l(i+1), . . . , l(|l|)〉, otherwise.

4.2 Analysis Problems and Techniques

The above formalisation enables comprehensive analysis of the interactions of a busi-
ness process with its environment by means of events. Petri net-based analysis of busi-
ness process models has been targeted in a plethora of works [13]. These techniques
become applicable in our context, based on existing formalisations of CEP engines us-
ing CPNs [26] and an unfolding of CPNs into common Petri nets [22]. Yet, we note
that the separation of models for the process, the buffer, and the CEP engine provides a
particularly interesting angle for analysis.

Buffer

CEP

Process 

Buffer

CEP

Process 

Buffer

CEP

Process 

Verification Synthesis: CEP Synthesis: Buffer

Fig. 6. Different analysis problems.

Clearly, the central goal of analysis is to ensure correctness of processing, which
primarily relates to the interplay between the process, buffer, and CEP engine. Yet, as
outlined in Figure 6, correctness may be considered for only a subset of the models
representing particular components being available. That is, traditional verification is
the case of being given models of the process, the buffer, and the CEP engine. In the



absence of one of these models (not having a process model is not reasonable in process
implementation, though), however, existing techniques for model synthesis can also be
exploited for analysis, as detailed in the remainder of this section.

Verification. If models for all components are available, the composed system can be
verified for correctness. Since a CEP engine can be assumed, in general, to produce
more events than can be consumed by a process instance, correctness criteria developed
for distributed, interacting systems are particularly suited to be applied. A specific ex-
ample for such a criterion is weak termination [1], which requires all deadlocks of the
composed system to be dedicated final markings. Verification is then based on standard
reachability analysis of Petri nets [32].

Synthesis. In practice, one may have solely an incomplete model of the CEP engine
(e.g., a partial formalisation of event queries based on [26]) or the buffer (e.g., based
on the CPN introduced above, but without an instantiation of buffering policies). In that
case, the analysis problem is no longer one of verification. Rather, it can be first be
approached as a problem of controllability [24], answering the question whether there
exists at least one model that completes the composed model (i.e., completes the model
of the CEP engine or of the buffer), such that the composition is correct. Once con-
trollability has been established, adapter synthesis can be applied to generate a model
for the unknown component, or part thereof, such that the composition is correct [17].
The synthesised models can be used as blueprints for the completion of the respective
models, or to exemplify specific desirable situations.

5 Prototypical Implementation

To demonstrate the feasibility of our model for event handling, we developed a proof-
of-concept implementation based on the open-source process engine Camunda.7 In this
section, we first review the architecture of the prototype, before turning the to commu-
nication between the process engine and a CEP platform.

Fig. 7. Architecture of the proof-of-concept implementation in Camunda.

7
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The overall architecture of our prototype is shown in Figure 7, where components
highlighted in grey have been extended to realise event handling according to our
model. The Camunda process engine comes with a modeller, based on BPMN.io,8 to
create BPMN process models. The process models are deployed in the engine for ex-
ecution. Each node in the process model has a specific BPMN behaviour associated
to it, which determines what is executed when the node is activated by control-flow.
Camunda further provides a REST interface that enables consumption of events. Yet,
it lacks support for subscriptions to external event sources. Therefore, we connected
Camunda to an open-source CEP engine, the Unicorn platform.9

In our prototype, we supported explicit subscriptions in two ways. First, the BPMN
behaviour of intermediate message event constructs is extended to issue subscriptions
to Unicorn when activated by control-flow, which is the traditional event handling se-
mantics in BPMN. In addition, we extended the behaviour of a service task to issue
subscriptions, which enables explicit subscriptions at any point in the process model.
These extensions are also reflected in the Camunda process modeller. For example, the
service task is extended with attributes such as the subscription query (as detailed in the
BPMN+X model in Figure 4).

Next, we turn to the communication between the Camunda process engine and Uni-
corn. After the model has been deployed and the control-flow reaches the element that
issues a subscription, the execute method of the respective element sends a POST
request to Unicorn. This request includes the subscription query, the identifier of the
element that sent the request, and the interface of Camunda to receive notifications.

Process Engine CEP Platform

POST [Subscription Query + Notification Path]

Event 
Occurrence

UUID

DELETE [UUID]
Unsubscription

Notification + UUID

Match
UUID

Fig. 8. Event subscription sequence.

As detailed in Figure 8, Uni-
corn responds to each subscrip-
tion with an Universally Unique
Identifier (UUID), which is kept
by the process engine for correla-
tion purposes. When Unicorn de-
tects an event, it sends a notifica-
tion together with the UUID to Ca-
munda, using the REST endpoint
provided in the subscription as the
interface. The UUID is then used
by the built-in Event Correlation
Service of Camunda to correlate
each received event to the correct process instance. This is also the component respon-
sible for evaluating the event buffering policies. A process instance that waits for an
event with the respective UUID then retrieves the event and continues processing.

Our proof-of-concept implementation shows that an off-the-shelf process engine for
BPMN, can be extended with advanced event handling that includes early subscription
and event buffering. By relying on a CEP platform to receive events, only minor changes
have to be incorporated in the process engine.

8
http://bpmn.io/

9
https://bpt.hpi.uni-potsdam.de/UNICORN/WebHome
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6 Related Work

The integration of event processing and business processes is an emerging field that
takes the advantage of a wide variety of event sources to improve the operation of
business processes [25]. In particular, events enable comprehensive monitoring of the
status of a business process, thereby enabling immediate reaction to unexpected situa-
tions [7, 8]. As event sources produce events in diverse formats and one event source
can be relevant for several business processes, it is efficient to setup an event process-
ing engine when exploiting events in the implementation of a business process [19].
However, it has been acknowledged that event subscription, event binding and event
correlation impose severe challenges, when striving for an end-to-end integration of a
event processing engine and a process engine [9]. In this context, our work proposes an
event handling model that extends the conventional subscription mechanism suggested
by BPMN [29] and enables explicit control of the point of event subscription.

Event subscription is a well-known area of research in the field of event processing.
Publish-Subscribe systems build the interconnection between the information provider
and information consumer based on a subscription-notification paradigm [20]. Tradi-
tional Pub-Sub systems manage events that occur once an explicit subscription to some
event source has been issued. However, advanced systems such as PADRES [21] also
provide the option to access historic as well as future data (events), and support event
processing operations on them. Other proposals in this domain include content-based
subscriptions systems [3]. Unlike topic/channel-based subscriptions, they give users
the flexibility to subscribe to events based on the information carried by the events, i.e.,
based on their payload. Also, there are several middleware systems designed for event-
based communication in a large-scale distributed setup [27,30]. While the above works
inspired our event handling model, their focus is not the processes that consume events.

From a BPM perspective, the CASU framework [12] discusses about the subscrip-
tion of events and the duration of subscriptions. Yet, it is limited to events that instanti-
ates processes and does not include explicit subscriptions once a process instance started
execution. Also, we note that enterprise integration patterns (EIP) that capture common
middleware scenarios have been formalised using CPNs [16]. While this resembles our
approach of defining execution semantics, the EIP formalised in [16] do not cover some
aspects that are relevant from a process perspective, e.g., explicit retrieval policies.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we took the limitations of common process specification languages when
expressing complex event handling semantics as a starting point. Languages such as
BPMN, UMN Activity diagrams, or WS-BPEL, do not offer flexible means to describe
when to subscribe to an event source and how to retrieve an event for a process instance.
The need for advanced event handling has further been motivated with a scenario from
the domain of logistics.

Against this background, we presented an event handling model that is grounded in
early subscriptions to event sources and event buffering. Specifically, we showed how
this model is realised in BPMN. We used the BPMN extension mechanism to introduce



a service task to perform early subscription and defined policies that govern how events
are managed in and retrieved from a buffer. For the presented event handling model, we
also presented a formal definition of execution semantics. Based thereon, we discussed
analysis problems for the interactions of a process with its environment and outlined
how existing reasoning techniques can be applied to solve them. Finally, we presented
a prototypical implementation of our model in an open-source process engine, which
highlights the feasibility of our approach. As such, we presented an end-to-end solu-
tion that covers the diverse aspects involved in event handling, from language design,
through formal analysis, to technical considerations.

Our work opens several directions for future research. First and foremost, the inter-
play of process instances when retrieving events from a buffer deserves further investi-
gations. For example, an event can be shared by all or a subset of instances of a single
process as well as instances of multiple processes. Such scenarios may require even
more fine-granular control on how events are retrieved. The next logical step will be
to make unsubscription flexible as well. This is important to avoid receiving a residual
event while executing a process containing loops. A systematic exploration of depen-
dencies between buffer policies and their impact on the conduct of a process is another
direction of future work.
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